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What coolant does & different types of coolant

Is there a “one size fits all” antifreeze & 
coolant?

Due to the huge number of applications and the increasing 
move to manufacturer specific coolant specifications, it 
is impossible to know which product is required for your 
car without further details about the vehicle. This is being 
driven by changes in engine technology that are the result 
of increasingly demanding environmental legislation. New, 
modern engines require modern, high performance coolants. 
A single ‘industry standard’ ‘product will no longer suffice.

Protects Against Freezing

Protects Against Overheating

Protects Against Corrosion

Engine Technology

What coolant does & different types of coolant

What does it do?

Coolant protects against freezing by lowering the freezing point, it protects against overheating by raising the boiling point and it 
protects against cooling system corrosion, but only when it is mixed correctly with water.

All ethylene glycol based coolant achieves the first two in a very similar way. It’s only when we start to consider the additive 
package, the bit that handles corrosion protection, that we start to see the differences between modern coolants.

I notice you have a lot of different coolant 
products, what are the differences? 

As far as the European passenger car market goes there are 
3 types of modern antifreeze: a silicate technology based 
product (Xstream® G48), an OAT (Organic Additive Technology) 
based product (Xstream® G30) and a silicated OAT based 
product (Xstream® G40). For certain applications there is 
Xstream® G05 which would typically be used in heavy duty 
vehicles. When compared with the more conventional coolants, 
as well as lasting longer they also protect better and are 
designed to be more compatible with all the different metals, 
plastics and rubbers you find in a modern cooling system. 
However, these high performance products use different 
additive technologies to protect the cooling system from 
corrosion. Different manufacturers have different requirements 
and to cover the vehicle parc we need 4 different antifreeze & 
coolant products. Coolant protects against freezing by lowering 
the freezing point, it protects against overheating by raising the 
boiling point and it protects against cooling system corrosion, 
but only when it is mixed correctly with water.

The Xstream® range of coolant products are also OEM (Original 
Equipment Manufacturer) approved and cover a wide range of 
specifications. Commodity products like our Super Coldmaster 
or Super Longlife Red have no such approvals and meet only 
the industry minimum standard of BS6580: 2010.
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Silicate OAT SI-OAT Hybrid 2 Year Life

3 Year Life 5 Year Life 5 Year Life 6000 Hours 
Life No Approvals
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Bad choices lead to...

component failures!

www.CommaOil.com

Tech Talk tips / techniques / training

It is always important that you check with the vehicle’s handbook or on

the Comma website that the right type of coolant is being used. The

colour DOES NOT indicate that it’s the correct type, it is a dye added

during the manufacturing of the coolant so you can visually see it (for

example when checking the level in the expansion tank). A coloured

coolant will also aid in identifying where a leak may be occurring.

The coolant in my car is red, so do I
just use another red coolant? 

Different types of coolant are based on different technologies that

may not be compatible. Mixing different types of coolant could

cause unpredictable results and potentially damage the cooling

system. Like with any other car part, the advice here is to always

follow the OEM’s specification. 

Can I mix different types
of coolant?

Different manufacturers use different metals, plastics and rubbers in

their cooling systems. When they specify a coolant for their vehicles

they select the type of coolant that is more compatible and able to

provide better protection. If the right type of product is not used a

variety of problems like overheating and corrosion issues can occur.

These can significantly affect the performance of your vehicle’s cooling

system resulting in a variety of knock on effects ranging from failed

water pumps or broken radiator pipes to seized engines. Also, OEMs

treat coolants as part numbers nowadays and not using the

recommended product can result in a void warranty claim.

What are the consequences of using
the wrong product?

To make this increasingly

complicated choice a lot easier you

can use the Comma Application

Guide or our website, where you

can select your vehicle using the

VRN (Vehicle Registration Number)

tool or by using the make and

model search. You will then be

presented with a printable full

vehicle recommended product

report including engine oil,

antifreeze & coolant, transmission

oils, brake fluid and greases if

applicable.  

How to get it right?

Getting it wrong
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Compatibility Guarantee

Preamble

Comma, as a producer of Original Equipment (OE) specified products, is obliged to produce products, in accordance with OE specification.

Comma has registered with the Association of the Constructors of European Automobiles (ACEA) through the European Engine Lubricants
Quality Management System (EELQMS) as a producer of Original Equipment specified products and therefore Comma products may be used
during routine servicing without affecting the vehicle manufacturer’s warranty.

In this guarantee, references to motor vehicles are to motor vehicles as defined within Commission Regulation (EC) No 461/2010.

Comma’s guarantee

Comma’s guarantee is only applicable for use of Comma products in the United Kingdom. The guarantee applies to all motor vehicles,
including those which are within their warranty period, which are serviced with Comma products purchased in the United Kingdom.

Comma hereby undertakes and GUARANTEES that on the date of their delivery to our distributor:

• all relevant Comma products will meet specification as claimed or as agreed in writing; and 

• all relevant Comma products as claimed or as agreed in writing will be compatible with engine, braking, gearbox or cooling systems in
motor vehicles.

This Guarantee does not affect the purchaser’s statutory rights.

Conditions of the guarantee

This GUARANTEE is conditional upon the strict usage of the Comma products being in accordance with:

1) the recommendations as listed at www.CommaOil.com; and

2) the motor vehicle being serviced in line with the manufacturer’s recommended service intervals and regimes.

This guarantee is also conditional upon none of the exclusions listed below being applicable.

How to claim under the guarantee

1) Upon discovery of the damage (but not later than 21 days from the date of discovery of the damage and within six months of the date of
the damage having occurred) call Comma’s Customer Services Manager on 01474 564311.

2) Allow a Comma representative and a mutually appointed assessor/engineer to examine the vehicle and maintenance records (if available) 
to determine the extent of the damage. Proof of purchase will be required to confirm that the Comma product covered by this guarantee
was in use.

3) Allow a Comma representative to obtain a relevant engine oil, transmission oil, coolant or brake fluid sample for analysis at no cost to you
to assist in determining the cause of the equipment failure.

4) A full report, with the outcome, will be sent back to you within a timely manner.

This guarantee excludes:

• Comma products used in equipment that has been modified outside of the original equipment manufacturer’s original specification.

• Comma products that have been used in a manner which is not in compliance with any standards, conditions, instructions or 
specifications which have been provided with such product or could otherwise be reasonably implied.

• Comma products that have been negligently used, or which have been used for a purpose other than their original stated purposed.

• Comma products that have been used in conjunction or mixed with any other product or additive that has not been authorised for use 
by Comma. 

• Failure of, or damage to, equipment that is due to a pre-existing condition or that is otherwise unrelated to the use of Comma products. 

• Any damage that has been caused by normal wear and tear of equipment (and any repair to, or replacement of, equipment to the extent 
the repair or replacement relates to damages constituting or arising from normal wear and tear). 

• Any claim alleging that damage to an engine, braking, gearbox or coolant system has been caused by reasons of the Comma product not 
meeting the specification claimed or agreed but which is not proved, supported or verified by a mutually appointed assessor or engineer.

If any provision of this guarantee is held to be unlawful, invalid, illegal or incapable of being enforced by any rule or law, all other conditions 
or provisions of this guarantee shall nevertheless remain in effect.

How to claim under the Guarantee
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of coolant is being used. The colour DOES NOT indicate 
that it’s the correct type, it is a dye added during the 
manufacturing of the coolant so you can visually see it (for 
example when checking the level in the expansion tank). A 
coloured coolant will also aid in identifying where a leak may 

be occurring.

What are the consequences of using the 
wrong product?

Different manufacturers use different metals, plastics and rubbers 
in their cooling systems. When they specify a coolant for their 
vehicles they select the type of coolant that is more compatible 
and able to provide better protection. If the right type of product 
is not used a variety of problems like overheating and corrosion 
issues can occur. These can significantly affect the performance 
of your vehicle’s cooling system resulting in a variety of knock-on 
effects ranging from failed water pumps or broken radiator pipes 
to seized engines. Increasingly, OEMs treat coolants as warranty 
critical part numbers nowadays and not using the recommended 
product can result in a void warranty claim.

How to get it right?

To make this increasingly complicated choice a lot easier you can 
use the Comma Application Guide or our website, where you can 
select your vehicle using the VRN (Vehicle Registration Number) 
tool or by using the make and model search. You will then be 
presented with a printable full vehicle recommended product 
report including engine oil, antifreeze & coolant, transmission oils, 
brake fluid and greases if applicable.

Can I mix different types of coolant?

Different types of coolant are based on different technologies 
that may not be compatible. Mixing different types of coolant 
could cause unpredictable results and potentially damage 
the cooling system. Like with any other car part, the advice 
here is to always follow the OEM’s specification.
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Comma Oil & Chemicals Ltd.

Dering Way

Gravesend

Kent

DA12 2QX

England

Tel:  +44 (0) 1474 564 311

Fax:  +44 (0) 1474 333 000

Email:  enquiries@uk.cosan.com

Web: www.CommaOil.com
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